BECAUSE thousands of innocent Iraqi civilians will be killed; because Bush has provided scant evidence of an imminent Iraqi threat; because Iraq's infrastructure will be turned from ruins to ashes; because weapons inspectors have not been given a chance; because we have suffered enough wartime presidents; because $100 billion can be put to better use; because war will further inflame Israeli-Palestinian violence; because Iraq has nothing to do with al Qaeda; because the Bill of Rights is being torn to shreds; because war will only aid the causes of fundamentalism; because the entire world is against it; because it is time to end Bush's War Without End.

NO WAR IN IRAQ
PART OF A NATIONAL DAY OF ACTION
OCTOBER 7 NOON SCI CTR
Sponsored by the Harvard Initiative for Peace and Justice, EQUITAS, College Greens, Perspective, Progressive Jewish Alliance, Society of Arab Students, Progressive Student Labor Movement, and Harvard Islamic Society.

For more information about the event or how to get involved, visit http://www.hcs.harvard.edu/hipj/oct7.